INTRODUCTION
============

Repetitive extragenic palindrome (REP) elements represent well-characterized noncoding DNA repeats in bacteria. First discovered in *Escherichia coli*,[@b1] these imperfect palindromic elements are numerous in the genome.[@b2] REPs occur predominantly in intergenic regions, where they are mostly found in clusters called REPINs (REP doublet forming hairpins),[@b3],[@b4] and BIMEs (bacterial interspersed mosaic elements).[@b5] REPs and their clusters serve as binding sites for several proteins in *E. coli*.[@b6] REP-dependent regulation of transcription and mRNA turnover has been recorded in *E. coli* and several other gamma proteobacteria.[@b7]--[@b9] REP elements were hypothesized to be mobile, which was confirmed in *Pseudomonas fluorescens*, where excisions of REPINs were detected.[@b4] A class of transposase-related nucleases, termed REP-associated tyrosine transposases (RAYTs), recently were discovered and proposed to function as primary mobilizers of REP elements.[@b10] RAYTs belong to the HUH superfamily of nucleases whose members promote replication or mobilization of various mobile genetic elements (viruses, plasmids and insertion sequences).[@b11] HUH nucleases are considered promising molecular tools for application in genetic engineering.[@b12] The ability of RAYTs to catalyze cleavage and recombination of REP elements has been confirmed experimentally for *E. coli*,[@b13] and a crystal structure of RAYT in complex with a single-stranded REP DNA substrate has been reported.[@b14] Due to the mobile nature of highly abundant REP elements and their function in transcription regulation, these repeat elements are believed to represent a dynamic regulatory network.[@b11]

Sequence Characteristics of REPs
--------------------------------

Table [I](#tblI){ref-type="table"} summarizes the general sequence features of REP elements. Note that at the nucleotide sequence level, REPs are defined by the presence of an invariant 5′-terminally located tetranucleotide GTAG or GTGG, followed by an imperfect GC-rich palindrome. Whereas the length and actual sequences of REP palindromes are highly variable, only the palindromicity and therefore the potential to fold into a range of single-stranded secondary structures are evolutionarily conserved. Variations of this general REP sequence pattern are found in enterobacteria REPs, which are proposed to form hairpin stems with several noncomplementary bases, and REPs of pseudomonads and xanthomonads, which contain additional conserved nucleotides both 5′ and 3′ to the pseudo-palindrome domain.

###### 

General Sequence Features of REP Elements

  Host Bacterial Taxa          REP Sequence Features                                                         Example Sequences[a](#tfI-1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                           References
  ---------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
  Various                      **GTRG** [S(7--13)]{.ul} *L(2--4)* [S(7--13)]{.ul}                            ***SM1***, ***SM4***, ***SM8***, ***Chom-22***, ***Hpar1***, ***Hpar2***, ***SNBC-37-1***   2
  Enterobacteria               **GTAG** [S(7)]{.ul} AA [S(3--5)]{.ul} *L(2--4)* [S(3--5)]{.ul} [S(7)]{.ul}   ***Ecol***                                                                                  15, 10
  pseudomonads, xanthomonads   **GTRG** GA [S(6)]{.ul} *L(2)* [S(6)]{.ul} GAN                                ***Xcam***                                                                                  8, 10, 2, 16

The 5′ recognition tetranucleotides are denoted in bold. Palindromic (complementary) parts are denoted as "S" (stem) and underlined. Potential loop-forming nucleotides are denoted as "L" and italicized. The numbers of nucleotides in each component of the REP sequences are indicated in parentheses.

Abbreviations of the REP-related oligonucleotides studied here. Their sequences are listed in Table [II](#tblII){ref-type="table"}.

Recognition between REP domains and RAYT is necessary for formation of the nucleoprotein complex and subsequent DNA strand cleavage and transfer. For *E. coli*[@b14] and for *Haemophilus parasuis* (Nečasová et al. to be published) formation of such nucleoprotein complexes and subsequent DNA strand cleavage has been established. In their single stranded states, all identified palindromic REPs are potentially capable of intramolecularly folding into hairpins that possess a double helical stem linked by a short loop (Scheme [1](#sch01){ref-type="scheme"}a). The crystal structure of RAYT bound to a REP from *E. coli* displays such a stem--loop architecture, and identifies specific interactions between the conserved GTAG tetranucleotide of the REP and the binding domain of the RAYT enzyme.[@b14] Nevertheless, given the potential of such G and C rich palindromic REP domains to form a myriad of other structural elements, it is unlikely that the stem--loop hairpin conformation represents a singular, obligatory RAYT recognition element. In our analysis, we do not assume that all the sequences identified by the selection criteria employed here represent obligatory RAYT binding sites, or that they share a common biological function. Rather, we emphasize that our data reveal an intriguing structural heterogeneity within the class of pseudo-palindromic sequences that fit our selection criteria, and that this heterogeneity provides additional and/or alternative recognition elements for transposase enzymes beyond the simple hairpin conformation.

![Possible architectures of *C. hominis* REP-related oligonucleotides. The recognition tetranucleotide GTAG is highlighted in yellow. (a) Schematic representation of a hairpin with stem formed by nucleotides forming W-C base pairs, and dinucleotide TT loop as shown for the example of the *Chom-22* sequence. (b) Schematic representation of the hypothetical stem--loop conformation of the 38-mer *Chom-38*. Red letters indicate positions of mutations to form either *Chom-3A*, *Chom-3T*, or *Chom-3A/T*. (c) Proposed pseudoknot-like architecture formed around the central bimolecular G-quadruplex core of *Chom-22*. The tetraplex is formed by the nucleotides highlighted by the gray rectangle; one molecule is drawn in blue, the other in red. The pyrimidine portion of the strands depicted here as unstructured are likely part of an intra- or cross-strand base pairing arrangement that would further stabilize the proposed pseudoknot like structure.](bip0103-0585-f1){#sch01}

In this work, we use a combination of spectroscopic and calorimetric techniques to explore the range of conformations adopted by single-stranded REP oligonucleotides in solution. To this end, we analyze REP sequences from *Escherichia coli, Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, Haemophilus parasuis, Xanthomonas campestris, Sulfurovum sp.,* and *Cardiobacterium hominis*. To assess the conformations of the REP elements and their variability, we employed temperature-dependent circular dichroism (CD) and ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy. Thermal and thermodynamic properties of select REP elements were further characterized by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). In the aggregate, our results reveal that, at least *in vitro*, oligonucleotides corresponding to single stranded REP elements from different bacterial species exhibit highly variable conformational behavior, manifesting a host of conformations beyond the expected stem--loop architecture, including tetraplex conformers, thereby expanding the potential recognition elements for transposase enzymes, while also suggesting potential pathways for modulation of transposase activity and biological control.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Identification and Selection of REP Oligonucleotides for Experimental Study
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The natural ("wild type") genome sequences of REP oligonucleotides originating from six bacterial species (*Escherichia coli, Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, Haemophilus parasuis, Xanthomonas campestris, Sulfurovum sp*., and *Cardiobacterium hominis)* were retrieved from bacterial genomes available at the NCBI genomic repository. Association with genes coding for RAYTs guided identification of REP elements, as described previously.[@b10],[@b16] The sequences of the REP oligonucleotides analyzed here are listed in Table [II](#tblII){ref-type="table"}. Oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies. DNA concentrations were based on extinction coefficients reported by the manufacturer on the basis of nearest neighbor values. In addition to natural REP sequences, some sequences were modified to test properties of the analyzed REPs as discussed in the "Results" section. Oligonucleotides were dissolved in pH 7.4 buffer containing 100 mM Na^+^ cations, prepared by combining appropriate quantities of 59.8 m*M* NaCl, 20 m*M* Na~2~HPO~4~, 0.1 m*M* Na~2~--EDTA m*M* with 79.8 m*M* NaCl, 20 m*M* NaH~2~PO~4~, 0.1 m*M* Na~2~--EDTA m*M*. *C. hominis* and *H. parasuis* REP oligonucleotides were dissolved in 100 m*M* K^+^ buffer, pH 7.4, prepared by combining appropriate quantities of 60 m*M* KCl, 20 m*M* K~2~HPO~4~, 0.1 m*M* Na~2~--EDTA m*M* with 80 m*M* KCl, 20 m*M* KH~2~PO~4~, 0.1 m*M* Na~2~--EDTA m*M*. Before starting any experiments, the oligonucleotides were denatured by heating for 5 min at 90°C and allowed to cool to room temperature.

###### 

23 REP-Related Oligonucleotides Analyzed in this Study

                                                                            Sequences of REP Oligonucleotides                                               
  --------------------------------------------------- --------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ---
  *E. coli*                                           ***Ecoli-cryst***     **GTAG**GA[CGGAT]{.ul}AA[GGCGT]{.ul}*TT*[ACGCC]{.ul}GC[ATCCG]{.ul}         32   Y
  *E. coli*[c](#tfII-3){ref-type="table-fn"}          ***Ecoli-TT***        **GTAG**GA[CGGAT]{.ul}AA[GGCGT]{.ul}*TC*[ACGCC]{.ul}GC[ATCCG]{.ul}GCA      35   Y
  *E. coli*                                           ***Ecoli-TC***        **GTAG**GA[CGGAT]{.ul}AA[GGCGT]{.ul}*CC*[ACGCC]{.ul}GC[ATCCG]{.ul}GCA      35   Y
  *S. maltophilia*                                    ***SM1***             G**GTGG**[GTGCCGACC]{.ul}*GTT*[GGTCGGCAC]{.ul}                             28   Y
  *S. maltophilia*[c](#tfII-3){ref-type="table-fn"}   ***SM4***             **GTAG**[ATCCACGC]{.ul}*CAT*[GCGTGGAT]{.ul}                                23   Y
  *S. maltophilia*                                    ***SM4-A/T***         **GTAG**[ATCAACGC]{.ul}*CAT*[GCGTTGAT]{.ul}                                23   N
  *S. maltophilia*                                    ***SM8***             G**GTAG**[TGCCGGCC]{.ul}*GCT*[GGCCGGCA]{.ul}                               24   Y
  *H. parasuis*[c](#tfII-3){ref-type="table-fn"}      ***Hpar1***           **GTAG**[GGTGGGTC]{.ul}*TT*[GACCCACC]{.ul}                                 22   Y
  *H. parasuis*                                       ***Hpar2***           **GTAG**[GTCGGGCAT]{.ul}*TT*[ATGCCCGAC]{.ul}                               24   Y
  *H. parasuis*                                       ***Hpar2-A/T***       **GTAG**[GTCGAGCAT]{.ul}*TT*[ATGCTCGAC]{.ul}                               24   N
  *H. parasuis*                                       ***Hpar2-T/A***       **GTAG**[GTCGTGCAT]{.ul}*TT*[ATGCACGAC]{.ul}                               24   N
  *Sulfurovum sp.*[c](#tfII-3){ref-type="table-fn"}   ***SNBC-37-1***       **GTAG**[GGTGTTGTA]{.ul}*CCCC*TACAACACC                                    26   Y
  *Sulfurovum sp*.                                    ***SNBC-T4***         **GTAG**[GGTGTTGTA]{.ul}*TTTT*[TACAACACC]{.ul}                             26   N
  *X. campestris*[c](#tfII-3){ref-type="table-fn"}    ***Xcam***            **GTAG**GA[GCGCGC]{.ul}*TT*[GCGCGC]{.ul}GATG                               24   Y
  *X. campestris*                                     ***Xcam-mod***        **GTAG**GA[GCTAGC]{.ul}*TT*[GCTAGC]{.ul}GATG                               24   N
  *X. campestris*                                     ***Xcam-4T***         **GTAG**GA[GCTAGC]{.ul}*TTTT*[GCTAGC]{.ul}GATG                             26   N
  *X. campestris*                                     ***Xcam-4T-minus***   **GTAG**GA[GCTAGC]{.ul}*TTTT*[GCTAGC]{.ul}                                 22   N
  *C. hominis*[c](#tfII-3){ref-type="table-fn"}       ***Chom-22***         **GTAG**[GGTGGGGC]{.ul}*TT*[GCCCCACC]{.ul}                                 22   Y
  *C. hominis*                                        ***Chom-12***         **GTAG**GGTGGGGC                                                           12   Y
  *C. hominis*                                        ***Chom-38***         [GCTAGC]{.ul}**GTAG**[GGTGGGGC]{.ul}*TT*[GCCCCACC]{.ul}TTTT[GCTAGC]{.ul}   38   N
  *C. hominis*                                        ***Chom-3A/T***       [GCTAGC]{.ul}**GTAG**[GATGAGAC]{.ul}*TT*[GTCTCATC]{.ul}TTTT[GCTAGC]{.ul}   38   N
  *C. hominis*                                        ***Chom-3A***         [GCTAGC]{.ul}**GTAG**GATGAGACTTGCCCCACCTTTT[GCTAGC]{.ul}                   38   N
  *C. hominis*                                        ***Chom-3T***         [GCTAGC]{.ul}**GTAG**GGTGGGGCTTGTCTCATCTTTT[GCTAGC]{.ul}                   38   N

The recognition tetranucleotide is highlighted in bold, nucleotides mutated from the natural REP sequences (if any) are labeled in gray, nucleotides forming the stem of a putative hairpin are [underlined]{.ul}, and the loop-forming residues are shown in *italics*.

*E. coli* = *Escherichia coli, S. maltophilia = Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, H. parasuis = Haemophilus parasuis, X. campestris = Xanthomonas campestris, C. hominis = Cardiobacterium hominis*.

Unmodified ("wild-type") sequences are labeled "Y", modified sequences are labeled "N".

CD spectra of these oligonucleotides are shown in [Figure 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. CD spectra and UV melting curves of all oligonucleotides are shown in Supporting Information [Table SI](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Temperature-dependent CD spectra of REP oligonucleotides Ecoli-TT (panel a), SM4 (panel b), Hpar1 (panel c), SNBC-37-1 (panel d), Xcam (panel e), and Chom-22 (panel f). Their sequences are listed in Table [II](#tblII){ref-type="table"}. Supporting Information [Table SI](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} contains a summary of CD spectra and UV-melting curves of all oligonucleotides listed in Table [II](#tblII){ref-type="table"}.](bip0103-0585-f2){#fig01}

UV Absorption Melting Studies
-----------------------------

Temperature-dependent UV absorbance was measured using either an Aviv DS14 UV--VIS spectrophotometer (Aviv Assoc., Lakewood, NJ) equipped with a 5-cell holder or a Chirascan-plus™ spectrometer (Applied Photophysics, Leatherhead, UK). Samples were placed in quartz cuvettes of 0.1--1 cm path length and scanned over the temperature range of 5--95°C. The temperature was ramped stepwise in 0.5°C increments. At each temperature, the samples were equilibrated for 1 min and the absorbance at 260 nm (274 nm for ***Chom-22*** sequences) was recorded with a 10 s integration time. UV melting profiles were measured at different DNA strand concentrations (from 2 to 37 μ*M*). The melting temperatures (*T*~m~) for monomolecular (i.e., strand concentration independent) transitions were obtained from the first derivative of the optical melting curve using the *OriginPro 7.0* software. The temperature-dependent change of the ultraviolet absorbance of oligonucleotides was used to construct melting transition curves of the fraction of the remaining ordered structure.[@b17] This procedure assumes that the absorbance at any temperature is a combination of contributions from only two spectral components, an ordered state and a disordered state. Using the two-state model, the melting curves were analyzed to determine van\'t Hoff transition enthalpy changes of order--disorder transitions of REPs.

Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectra
-------------------------------

CD spectra were recorded as a function of temperature using an Aviv DS62 (Aviv Assoc., Lakewood, NJ) and Chirascan-plus™ (Applied Photophysics, Leatherhead, UK) spectropolarimeters in steps of 1 nm over the wavelength range of 205--340 nm with an averaging time of 10 s. The optimal signal-to-noise ratio was obtained from samples with concentrations between 2 and 20 μ*M* (in either a 1 mm or a 10 mm path-length quartz cell) producing absorbance between 0.5 and 1 OD~260~. The samples were placed into a thermostated cell holder and spectra were recorded in intervals of 5°C. The CD signal was expressed as the difference between the molar absorption of the right- and left-handed circularly polarized light and the resulting spectra after buffer spectrum subtraction were normalized by oligonucleotide concentration to yield molar ellipticities. To compare oligonucleotides of different lengths, the spectra were normalized on a per nucleotide basis.

To ascertain the minimum number of spectral species (in our case, assumed to be representative of DNA conformers) required to account for the observed global spectral changes, temperature-dependent CD spectra were subjected to single-value decomposition (SVD).[@b18],[@b19] Any number greater than two indicates a violation of the two-state assumption; that is, it signals the presence of more than one conformation in the native state or the existence of intermediate species in the order-disorder transition. Demonstration of more than two states obviates the application of the van\'t Hoff model.[@b20]

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
---------------------------------------

Measurements of the excess heat capacity as a function of temperature were performed using a Nano-DSCII differential scanning calorimeter (Calorimetry Science Corporation, UT). Dialyzed samples of nominal concentration 100 μ*M* were placed in the sample cell, with the corresponding buffer solution in the reference cell. Samples were heated and cooled repeatedly at a constant temperature scanning rate of 1°C/min over the temperature range 0--95°C. The resulting power output divided by the scanning rate quantifies excess heat capacity as a function of temperature. Buffer versus buffer scans were subtracted from the sample versus buffer scans. After buffer subtraction, the excess heat capacity data were normalized for oligonucleotide concentration and analyzed as previously described.[@b21] The calorimetric enthalpy change (Δ*H*~cal~) was determined from the area under the measured excess heat capacity curve. The temperature at the peak of the excess heat capacity curve provides a measure of *T*~m~ for monomolecular processes. For two state transitions, the model-independent calorimetric enthalpy change for a given conformational transition must agree, within experimental error, with van\'t Hoff enthalpy changes determined from the optical melting curves.

RESULTS
=======

Overview
--------

[Figure 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} displays temperature-dependent CD spectra of six representative REP oligonucleotides, which generally reflect the different spectral types we observe. The corresponding temperature-dependent CD spectra and UV melting curves for all 23 REP oligonucleotides are provided in [Table SI](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} of the Supporting Material. Broad structural characteristics derived from the experimental data are summarized in Supporting Information [Table SII](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Table [III](#tblIII){ref-type="table"} highlights salient general sequence features of a set of 203 REPs we have identified from whole genome searches, a more detailed version of the table can be found in Supporting Information [Table SIII](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

###### 

Nucleotide Composition of 203 REP Sequences Associated with Putative RAYT Genes Observed in 105 Bacterial Species

  Segment of the Palindrome   Mononucleotides[a](#tfIII-1){ref-type="table-fn"}   G[b](#tfIII-2){ref-type="table-fn"}   C[b](#tfIII-2){ref-type="table-fn"}   A[b](#tfIII-2){ref-type="table-fn"}   T[b](#tfIII-2){ref-type="table-fn"}   dinucleotides[a](#tfIII-1){ref-type="table-fn"}   GG[b](#tfIII-2){ref-type="table-fn"}   CC[b](#tfIII-2){ref-type="table-fn"}   tetranucleotide[a](#tfIII-1){ref-type="table-fn"}   GGGG[b](#tfIII-2){ref-type="table-fn"}   CCCC[b](#tfIII-2){ref-type="table-fn"}   CGCG[b](#tfIII-2){ref-type="table-fn"}   GCGC[b](#tfIII-2){ref-type="table-fn"}   GAGG + GGAG[b](#tfIII-2){ref-type="table-fn"}   AAAA + TTTT[b](#tfIII-2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  --------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------
  5\'                         1970                                                **909**                               458                                   *308*                                 *295*                                 1767                                              **319**                                98                                     1361                                                11                                       4                                        8                                        **25**                                   10                                              4
  3\'                         1963                                                543                                   **864**                               *362*                                 *194*                                 1649                                              97                                     **317**                                1354                                                5                                        11                                       **30**                                   **30**                                   1                                               2

Sequences occurring significantly more often than expected in DNA composed of an equimolar mixture of G, A, C, and T nucleotides are shown in **bold**, those occurring less often are in *italics*. Statistical analysis of REP sequences is detailed in Supporting Information [Table SIII](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The total number of mono-, di-, and tetranucleotides in the sample of 203 REP sequences.

Observed frequencies of individual sequences.

The sequences of the natural, "wild type," genomic REP DNAs in part were identified on the basis of being composed of an imperfect palindrome located near a RAYT gene. A simplistic analysis of the sequences listed in Table [II](#tblII){ref-type="table"} suggests that the corresponding oligonucleotides may fold into hairpins containing stems formed exclusively by canonical Watson-Crick (W-C) pairs. However, our spectral data reveal the conformational behavior of these oligonucleotides to be far more complex, with only a minority of these molecules exhibiting properties exclusively consistent with stem--loop structures. Our experimental data suggest that the majority of the oligonucleotides in solution form a mixture of competing secondary conformations. Even oligonucleotides anticipated to fold predominantly into hairpin structures exhibit CD spectra, inconsistent with the presence of a single, homogenous solution structure. Our data reveal the most distinct behavior for REPs of *C. hominis*, notably ***Chom-22***. CD spectra of ***Chom-22*** and related oligonucleotide variants shown in [Figure 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, display unique experimental observables that likely reflect solution formation of structures possessing a tetraplex core. Below we discuss the composition and sequence biases in REP elements, and the complex solution behavior we observe for select REP oligonucleotides.

![Comparison of CD spectra of the REP-related oligonucleotides *Chom-22*, *Chom-38*, *Chom-12*, *Chom-3T*, *Chom-3A*, and *Chom-3A/T* from *Cardiobacterium hominis* at 25°C (left panel) and 95°C (right panel). The spectra measured at 25°C show significant differences, while the spectra of denatured oligonucleotides measured at 95°C are highly similar. Sequences of all oligonucleotides are listed in Table [II](#tblII){ref-type="table"}.](bip0103-0585-f3){#fig02}

G-Tracts and Alternating GC Dinucleotide Steps are Statistically Overrepresented in the 5′ Half of REP Pseudo Palindromes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We identified 203 REP sequences from 105 bacterial species based on the general sequence criteria listed in Table [I](#tblI){ref-type="table"}. This subset extracted from the genetic databases was analyzed in greater detail as to the base composition of each member, with these results being summarized in Table [III](#tblIII){ref-type="table"}. For further detail on these distributions, including a statistical *z* score analysis, the reader is referred to Supporting Information [Table SIII](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the Supporting Material. We separately analyzed the 5′- and 3′-segments of the palindromic domains forming putative stems, and the generally short central part of the palindrome assumed to form a hairpin loop. The universally conserved recognition tetranucleotide GTAG (or GTGG) was excluded from the analysis so as not to bias the results by its constancy.

Our analysis of sequence patterns identified an intriguing commonality amongst the compiled genomic data that goes beyond the imperfect palindrome criteria used initially to identify the relevant sequences. Namely, these sequences tend to have guanine-rich 5′-segments and corresponding complementary cytosine-rich 3′-segments; with adenosines and thymines being much rarer in both segments. In contrast, the putative loop region, which represents about 20% of the total number of nucleotides in the analyzed REP sequences, has about the same number of all four nucleotides. Certain dinucleotides, trinucleotides, and tetranucleotides occur in the putative stem domains more frequently than expected for a DNA with equimolar G:A:C:T nucleotide composition. The most striking sequence feature is the high frequency of GG, GGG, and GRRG stretches in the 5′-segment of the stem, with the complementary pyrimidine sequences in the palindromic 3′-segment. Another typical feature of the stem domains is repetition of mixed G/C steps. GCGC appears quite frequently in both 5′- and 3′-segment of the stem, while CGCG is overpopulated only in the 3′-segment. We expect that the last two features---G- and C-tracts and/or repeated alternating GC dinucleotides in the predicted stem domain---make REP sequences conformationally complex. More specifically, frequent occurrence of several guanines in a row in the 5′-segment and of several cytosines in the 3′-segment suggests possible formation of folded DNA structures such as G-tetraplexes or i-motives.

Conformational Properties of the REP Oligonucleotides
-----------------------------------------------------

In the following sections, we discuss conformational preferences of select REP oligonucleotides in terms of their solution behavior as revealed by our spectroscopic and calorimetric measurements. More detailed descriptions of the observed spectral features are given in the supporting information text and in [Table SI](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

REP Sequences that Predominantly form Stem--Loop Structures
-----------------------------------------------------------

CD spectra of REP oligonucleotides from *E. coli* and *S. maltophilia* reveal features characteristic of B-form DNA.[@b22] Further, their UV denaturation curves exhibit apparent two-state, concentration independent, cooperative melting transitions. These observations, coupled with our SVD analysis revealing two significant spectral components, collectively are consistent with a monomolecular stem--loop architecture as the solution structure for these oligonucleotides. Additionally, for the ***Ecoli-TT***, ***Ecoli-TC***, and ***SM4-A/T*** oligonucleotides, we find agreement between the van\'t Hoff denaturation enthalpy change calculated from the optical melting curves and the enthalpy change directly measured by microcalorimetry, an equivalence reflective of a two-state transition. Taken together, our data are consistent with the presence in solution of a single monomolecular species at low temperatures with a B-form component dominating the CD spectrum. The apparent hairpin architecture of the three measured *E. coli* sequences studied here (all naturally occurring in *E. coli*) is in accord with the stem--loop structure of ***Ecoli-cryst*** observed in the crystal structure of PDB code 4er8.^14^

The ***SM1***, ***SM4***, ***SM8***, ***Hpar2***, ***Hpar2-A/T***, ***Hpar2-T/A***, ***Chom-3AT***, ***Chom-3A*** oligonucleotides exhibit CD spectral characteristics compatible with the existence of some B-form DNA in solution; namely, two maxima near 220 and 275 nm, and a negative peak near 245 nm (Supporting Information [Table SI](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Further, for most, but not all, of these REPs, their melting temperatures are concentration independent, consistent with a monomolecular structure. However, SVD analysis of their temperature-dependent CD spectra, and inspection of their UV melting curves reveal the presence of additional conformations besides the anticipated hairpin, a deduction consistent with a more heterogeneous population of conformers for these REP-related oligonucleotides.

The temperature-dependent changes in the CD spectra of the oligonucleotides ***SM1***, ***SM4***, ***SM8***, and ***Hpar2*** suggest a more heterogeneous population of solution structures. The observed composition bias may contribute to the complex solution behavior of this group of REPs. To test this possibility, we systematically perturbed the properties of ***Hpar2*** by replacing its GGG and CCC triplets by GAG and CTC triplets in ***Hpar2-A/T*** and by GTG/CAC triplets in ***Hpar2-T/A***. These mutations randomize the stem sequence and disrupt G/C tracts. In principle, these changes should increase the probability of the Hpar2 variants adopting a hairpin. However, contrary to this expectation, we measure virtually identical spectral properties and melting curves for these three ***Hpar2*** oligonucleotide variants. We posit that these results suggest that the sequence isomers exist as several conformers in solution.

REP Sequences with Complex Spectral Features
--------------------------------------------

### Xanthomonas Campestris

CD spectra and UV melting curves of the REP-related oligonucleotides of *X. campestris* reveal complex conformational behavior. Features of the CD spectra of the natural sequence ***Xcam*** reflect the presence of some right handed helical structure; however, as revealed by the SVD analysis, this feature does not reflect a unique conformation. The Zuker predicted[@b23] most stable hairpin form of the ***Xcam*** oligonucleotide would be stabilized by a W--C stem formed by the hexanucleotide GCGCGC. The apparent contribution of other stem--loop forms to the CD spectra of ***Xcam*** may be explained by slippage of G--C pairs of the hexanucleotide leading to competition of multiple conformations in solution, thereby rationalizing the observed spectra. To disrupt the regular GC hexanucleotide repeats and induce unique stem--loop architecture, the native *X. campestris* sequence was mutated to ***Xcam-mod*** by replacing GC by TA. To further favor hairpin formation, we also elongated the central TT to TTTT in ***Xcam-4T*** and ***Xcam-4T-minus*** to stabilize the predicted loop domain. In the latter oligonucleotide, we also attempted to stabilize the stem--loop by removing the 3′-terminal purine-rich tetranucleotide so that it would not interfere with base pairing interactions within the putative hairpin domain. As in the case of the already discussed sequences related to the ***Hpar2*** oligonucleotide, none of these modifications of the natural sequence led to significant changes in the unusual ***Xcam*** CD spectra. While an unequivocal interpretation of solution behavior of ***Xcam*** and its sequence variants is not possible on the basis of our spectral data alone, it is clear that these oligonucleotides form multiple states/conformers in solution beyond the simple stem--loop hairpins.

### Sulfurovum sp

The REP ***SNBC-37-1*** sequence potentially could form a hairpin with an extensive stem composed of nine W--C base pairs and a loop formed by four unpaired cytosines (or thymines in the modified sequence of ***SNBC-T4***). However, as in several previous cases discussed, the CD spectra are consistent with more complex equilibria in solution. The ***SNBC-37-1*** oligonucleotide displays a combination of spectral features suggesting the presence of both B-form conformation and a parallel guanine quadruplex in solution.

REP Sequences Forming Guanine-Rich Tetraplexes
----------------------------------------------

Oligonucleotides related to REP elements of ***Cardiobacterium hominis*** exhibit the most intriguing behavior. The natural sequence ***Chom-22*** consists of a palindrome predicted to form a stem--loop structure with an eight W--C base pair stem linked by two thymines in a putative hairpin loop (Scheme 1a). However, the 5′-segment of the palindrome also contains two consecutive G-tracts separated by a single T. The first of these tracts is an imperfect G-tract containing a 5′ A followed by three consecutive G\'s. The second is a perfect G4-tract. Similar patterns of two consecutive tri- or tetranucleotide G-tracts separated by one or two other nucleotides also are seen in other G rich REP sequences, including ***Hpar1***. The low temperature CD spectrum of ***Chom-22*** is highly unusual, forming two positive peaks at 289 and 259 nm, a positive saddle at 272 nm, and a negative peak at 236 nm ([Figure 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). A CD spectrum with two positive peaks around 290 and 260 nm is indicative of an antiparallel G-tetraplex.[@b24],[@b25] However, the spectrum we observe is not fully consistent with CD spectra of the "classic" intramolecular anti-parallel tetraplexes. The most likely reason is the presence of the cytosine-rich 3′-part of the sequence, which will contribute in unknown ways to the CD spectra. The CD spectra of naturally occurring REP ***Hpar1*** from *H. parasuis* (not further discussed here) also shows CD spectral features suggestive of an antiparallel G-tetraplex conformation (Supporting Information [Table SI](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Based on these observations, we propose that the unusual CD spectra of ***Chom-22*** arise primarily from interactions of its guanine tracks. To test this possibility, we truncated ***Chom-22*** into ***Chom-12,*** keeping only the purine-rich 5′-part of the sequence, thereby minimizing possible W--C base pairing. CD spectra of ***Chom-12*** reveals features different from that of ***Chom-22*** ([Figure 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), with similarities to spectra reported for poly(dG)•poly(dC)[@b26] and for G-rich oligonucleotides forming DNA wire brush structures.[@b27] Because poly(dG)•poly(dC) polymers and DNA wire brushes often contain a high percentage of poly(dG) tetraplex with a parallel arrangement of the strands, we postulate that ***Chom-12*** also forms an intermolecular parallel stranded tetraplex. Although the structures adopted by ***Chom-12*** and ***Chom-22*** are different, they both are consistent with the possibility of structure formation based on G-quartet base pairing.

To test further our prediction that the observed solution behavior of ***Chom-22*** is dominated by formation of an antiparallel G-tetraplex rather than a stem--loop hairpin, we systematically mutated the ***Chom-22*** sequence to either enhance or disrupt the probability of tetraplex formation. To mimic longer duplex DNA segments, in which ***Chom-22*** REP sites are embedded in the natural DNA, we added short self-complementary tail sequences of 6 nucleotides to both the 5′- and the 3′-ends of the original Chom22 sequence (Scheme [1](#sch01){ref-type="scheme"}a) to form Chom 38 (Scheme [1](#sch01){ref-type="scheme"}b). The nucleotide sequences chosen for the tail segments are arbitrary since no consensus was found during sequence analysis outside the *C. hominis* REP domain. A tetranucleotide T~4~ was added as a flexible hinge between the ***Chom*−22** parent sequence and the tail domain on the 3′-side to account for the recognition sequence GTAG on the 5′ side (Scheme [1](#sch01){ref-type="scheme"}a,b). To enhance the likelihood of tetraplex formation in ***Chom-38***, we strategically inserted 3 T\'s in place of C\'s in the 3' half of the palindrome to minimize the Watson--Crick complementarity, thereby forming ***Chom-3T***. As a further test of our hypothesis, to disrupt the probability of tetraplex formation we replaced 3 G\'s in the G-tracts of the purine-rich 5' half of the ***Chom-38*** palindrome by 3 A\'s to form ***Chom-3A***, We also simultaneously mutated G\'s to A\'s as well as the complementary C\'s to T\'s to form ***Chom-3AT***.

As shown in [Figure 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, the CD spectra of ***Chom-38*** are consistent with the molecule adopting a similar antiparallel tetraplex as the parent ***Chom-22*** molecule, although its spectral properties are subtly altered, most likely reflecting contributions from the additional bases and the structural constraints they introduce. Importantly, the mutant ***Chom-3T,*** designed to enhance the probability of tetraplex formation, exhibited CD spectra similar to the spectrum of the ***Chom-22*** parent, including a positive band near 290 nm. ***Chom-3T*** does exhibit a co-operative temperature transition at a much lower melting temperature (51°C) than ***Chom-22*** and ***Chom-38***, suggesting that, in addition to the G-tracts, the C~4~-tracts in ***Chom-22*** and ***Chom-38*** contribute to the stability of the folded conformation in solution. In contrast, and in agreement with our design principles, the CD spectra and sigmoidal melting curves of the ***Chom-3A*** and ***Chom-3AT*** mutants lack features typical of antiparallel G-tetraplexes. In fact, their CD spectra more closely resemble conventional B-DNA like spectra, with a prevalence of W--C base pairing, although the spectra are slightly distorted relative to those of generic B-DNA, perhaps reflecting base composition effects.

Taken together, these observations suggest that the dominant conformation adopted by the ***Chom-22*** oligonucleotide in solution is not a stem--loop hairpin but rather a pseudoknot-like arrangement formed around a central bimolecular G-tetraplex core, as represented in Scheme [1](#sch01){ref-type="scheme"}c. Such a bimolecular pseudoknot-like arrangement leaves the pyrimidine-rich segment nominally unpaired. However, cytosine tracks can also adopt secondary two- and four-stranded structures in solution, especially at low pH.[@b28]--[@b30] Formation of an ordered cytosine-based structure might further contribute stabilizing interactions to the central tetraplex structure. Importantly, the significant differences observed between the CD spectra of the ***Chom*** mutants ([Figure 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) at low temperatures are largely absent in spectra of the denatured species measured at 95°C. The low temperature spectral differences therefore predominantly reveal differences in conformation of the native state rather than differences in the base composition.

DISCUSSION
==========

REP elements are abundant[@b2] and mobile[@b4] segments of bacterial genomes, with the latter characteristic possibly due to their association with transposase RAYT,[@b10] which has been postulated to serve as their mobilizer. The CD, UV melting, and DSC data presented here reveal complex conformational behavior of single stranded repetitive extragenic DNA elements (REPs), which we judge to be important in differential recognition and regulation. We propose that RAYT recognition and processing depends on a complex dynamic equilibrium among hairpin stem--loop, nonhairpin single stranded structure, the duplex, and alternative folding forms, such as a bimolecular guanine tetraplex pseudoknot-like structure. DNA states recognized by RAYTs may be only marginally populated in some cases. RAYT discrimination between REP target sequences based on recognition of alternative structures or on the basis of dynamic equilibria between different DNA conformations potentially provides an additional level of biological control of transposition events. Conventional chemical and/or enzymatic probing cannot be performed to assess the proposed secondary structures of such REP elements, since the cleaving reagents are confronted by complex dynamic ensembles, with differential initial state reactivities, thereby making it impossible to link unambiguously processed product with a specific initial state or reactant conformation.

Dynamic equilibria between different DNA conformations as biological regulators are not without precedent. A related equilibrium between a stem--loop conformation and an intramolecular G-quadruplex formed from 4 consecutive G tracts very recently has been suggested for oligonucleotides based on the WNT1 gene promoter region.[@b31] As elaborated below, there is a long history of diverse, noncanonical DNA states serving important roles in modulating differential recognition and biological regulation.

Soon after the first diffraction studies of DNA fibers in 1950s, diffraction and other biophysical studies have revealed a multitude of well-defined non-B conformations that suggest considerable plasticity of DNA with potentially important genetic implications.[@b32],[@b33] Some of these noncanonical forms have been investigated by detailed thermodynamic analysis \[e.g., Refs. (34--37)\]. Noncanonical structures, such as triplexes,[@b38],[@b39] G-tetraplexes,[@b40],[@b41] and cruciforms[@b42] usually form within specific sequence motifs.[@b33] These structures may form transiently, but they may also be stabilized under certain cell-mimicking conditions where the DNA duplex is destabilized.[@b43] Noncanonical DNA structures have been shown to play a role as regulators of various molecular processes that involve the unwinding of double-stranded DNA during bacterial conjugation or viral infections,[@b44] replication and transcription,[@b45] and/or recombination.[@b46] It has been demonstrated that gene transcription can be arrested or paused at or near stable noncanonical structures. Z-form duplexes,[@b47] triplexes,[@b48],[@b49] or G-quadruplexes[@b50],[@b51] all have been implicated in transcription arrest, while a cytosine tetraplex structure, the so called *i*-motif,[@b52],[@b53] has been shown to regulate gene expression.[@b54]

Guanine tetraplexes have emerged as some of the more important noncanonical DNA structures in genomes. It has been reported that intramolecular G-tetraplex structures are present inside cells,[@b55],[@b56] and become targets of helicases.[@b57] Bioinformatic evidence has provided insight into sequence diversity and categories of G-tetraplex-forming sequences in intronic regions of the human genome [@b58] and their sequence, topology, and structural properties have been reviewed.[@b59] Such structures also are enriched upstream and within gene promoters, which can lead to inhibition of transcription initiation,[@b60] and may regulate retro-transposition in plants.[@b61] G-tetraplex structures have become a promising target of anticancer drugs,[@b62] which suggests that tetraplex prone REP elements represent potential drug targets as well.

The conformationally rich behavior of the REP elements described here originates from their highly nonrandom sequences (Table [III](#tblIII){ref-type="table"} and Supporting Information [Table SIII](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, some oligonucleotides, which could adopt extensive stems formed by 8--9 Watson-Crick base pairs, exhibit complex CD spectral and thermal characteristics incompatible with the hairpin architecture, likely reflecting the existence of several competing conformers (***Xcam***, ***SNBC-37-1***), and/or the presence of tetraplexes (***Chom-22***, ***Hpar1***). On the other hand, the *E. coli* REP oligonucleotides studied here form hairpins with stems containing non-W--C pairs, which stabilize the single stranded DNA structure similar to what occurs in RNA single strands.

The patterns of guanine tracks encountered in some of the REP sequences analyzed here are reminiscent of those found in telomere sequences that fold into intramolecular tetraplexes, where there are 4 such repeats in a row. The subgroup of REP sequences studied here has only two such repeats, but given their pseudo-palindromic nature, two additional guanine track repeats are located in the opposing DNA strand. We therefore propose that these REP sequences form a pseudoknot-type arrangement tying the two opposing strands together, a configuration which would represent a novel recognition element within genomic DNA (Scheme [1](#sch01){ref-type="scheme"}c). That such an arrangement is possible recently has been demonstrated in a crystal structure of a bimolecular G-tetraplex with antiparallel arrangement of strands folding on itself.[@b63] A pseudoknot type G-tetraplex of two REP sequences would create a unique topology, starting at the GTAG recognition sequence, which might "prime" these sites for cleavage by the transposases. Such a construct opens the possibility that in some bacteria the recognized structure of the REP is a guanine tetraplex or pseudoknot type arrangement. We postulate that structures similar to the proposed pseudoknot-like structures form around a G-quartet with guanines from opposing DNA strands, and constitute a new class of recognition and control elements within bacterial DNA. Because pseudo-palindromes also can fold into hairpin stem--loop structures of the kind seen in the *E. coli* RAYT crystal structure,[@b14] it is conceivable, as noted above, that RAYT recognition and processing depends on a complex dynamic equilibrium between duplex, bimolecular guanine tetraplex pseudoknot-like structure, and hairpin stem--loop structures, with the latter state perhaps only being marginally populated in some cases.

In summary, in contrast to the singular, static "hairpin stem--loop" recognition motif commonly referred to in the literature, the results reported here reveal that REP elements can be conformationally heterogeneous, reflective of a complex conformational landscape with multiple competing secondary structures from which RAYT\'s select, bind, and process their cognate recognition state. Our results broaden the conformational landscape implicated in the control, recognition, and function of such elements.

CONCLUSION
==========

We have presented evidence that oligonucleotides composed of REP sequences from six bacterial species (*Escherichia coli, Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, Haemophilus parasuis, Xanthomonas campestris, Sulfurovum sp.,* and *Cardiobacterium hominis*) adopt a range of noncanonical DNA conformations. This propensity to adopt alternative DNA conformations is a consequence of sequence features characteristic of REPs, which we identified in over a hundred bacterial species. In particular, the frequent occurrence of consecutive G tracts in the 5′ half of the REP pseudo-palindrome predisposes these DNA domains to adopt a pseudoknot like arrangement around a bimolecular tetraplex core. We propose that such a bimolecular tetraplex pseudoknot represents a novel DNA recognition element that adds to the range of DNA tetraplex structures reported to have important functions in DNA transcription and regulation. We further propose that the detected rich conformational diversity of REP-related pseudo-palindromic oligonucleotides, which exist in multiple conformations in dynamic equilibrium, represents a critical feature of RAYT recognition elements. The complex conformational landscape of REP sequences provides additional context, within which to understand the recognition and regulatory roles of these abundant genetic bacterial elements.
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